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ROBOTC for VEX Robotics 4.x allows users to program both the VEX Cortex and the VEX IQ robotics
platforms. ROBOTC users learn key skills that easily transition to the real world, industry standard C-

Programming languages used by professional engineers and computer scientists. The ROBOTC
Intermediate Programming for LEGO MINDSTORMSEV3 Curriculum is a curriculum module designed

to teach core computer programming logic and reasoning skills using a robotics context. The
curriculum consists of two basicchapters (Motion and Sensing) and three Challenge Chapters

(Pipeline Explorer, Barcode Scanner, and Automated Car Park) Each chapter is broken into units that
teach key robotics and programming concepts. Additionally, there is a huge amount of support for
teachers competing in Robotics Competitions for the first time included in the teachers guide. FREE

ROBOTC For VEX Robotics 4.x (4-6th Grade)SEE THE VEX ROBOTC 4.x ROBOTC In-Depth
Review:Testimonial Videos ROBOTC - The Basics of Programming ROBOTC - Motion and Sensing

MORE BEGINNER TO ADVANCED LEVEL ROBOTC PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS:Programming – First
Beginner to Intermediate: As a ROBOTC for VEX Robotics 4.x beginner, you’ll learn ROBOTC basics in
Motion, Sensing, and the Challenge Chapters. Each lesson walks you through a “new” task each time

you open the robot software.Robot Control – First Beginner: Learn beginner and intermediate
ROBOTC programming skills through easy to follow workflow tasks that have a variety of tasks each

time you open the software.Robot Programming – Intermediate: See more advanced ROBOTC
programming that includes data, strings, non-ROBOTC languages, and more. These tasks also

include exercises for you to solve the puzzle based on robot programming and logic.The ROBOTC
curriculum also includes: An easy to follow robotics workbench tutorial that uses a lego kit to guide
you through the basic ROBOTC operationLEGO MINDSTORM robotics challenges that use ROBOTC to

help you learn more programming logic and programming structures
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